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see seperate manual

serious injury can occur if the following 
precautions are not observed:

1. Always consult your physician prior to undertaking any   
     exercise regimen. A medical exam is advised.

2. Keep head, limbs, fingers and hair clear of all moving     
     parts and flywheel cage. 
     please note - MultiStroke requires a working area of: 
           total width:                         150 cm (60”)   
           total height:                        215 cm (84”)
           total length + space behind for paddle 
                shaft recovery:            255 cm (100”)

3. Inspect machine prior to use. Do not use the machine if 
     it appears damaged or inoperable.

4. Contact manufacturer if machine is broken or jammed.

5. Use machine only as intended.

6. Do not modify the machine.

7. Children must not be allowed near this machine.

8. Teenagers must be supervised in the use of this machine.

9. By using MultiStroke Egrometers the user accepts all and       
     full responsibility for self.
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step 1 & 2 o1-m assembly
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    M8 x 16 (2) 

    M8 x 16 (2) 



step 3 & 4 o1-m assembly

    M8 x 16 
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    M8 x 16 (4) 
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    nut M8
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    M8 x 35 

 washer 8 

step 5  o1-m assembly

    M8 x 35 



step 6 o1-m assembly
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    M6 x 30 (2) 

washer 6 (big)

    M6 x 16 
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    M8 x 20 (2) 

    M8 x 16 (2) 

step 7 & 8 o1-m assembly

    washer 8 (2) 

    M6 x 16 (8) 



step 9 & 10 o1-m assembly

    M8 x 80

007

    M8 x 12 (6) 

    nut M8

washer 8 (2)
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step 11 o1-m assembly

M8 x 20 (3)

008



step 12 o1-m assembly

M8 x 16

M6 x 12 (2)

M8 x 65 (2)

for close up detail, 
please refer to: 

appendix   
 Flywheel Support Brace



external

internal
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appendix 
internal & external rope schematic
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you can adjust the length 
of the rope here

rope end into
paddle shaft



appendix 
f  ywheel & support arrangementsl



KayakPro software can be found at:
www.kayakpro.com/multistroke/software

available software
to enhance MultiStroke performance

iRaceExpress >>>
iRaceExpress is KayakPro’s Interactive; real-time 

Regatta course format based interactive software. 
iRaceExpress allows one or multiple MultiStroke 

Ergometers to be connected together on a custom 
settable interactive regatta course. iRaceExpress 

allows you to train individually with live partners - 
or you have the option to set up to 9 other virtual 

pace paddlers to accompany you and your paddling 
partners. The iRaceExpress software also allows 

you to set variable split and pace times for 
the pace paddlers.

eMonitorPro2 >>>
eMonitorPro2 is the leading analytical scientific 

and evaluation software, able to record your 
training data from your MultiStroke

Ergometer. It is able to display in graphic or 
numeric formats, isolating individual parameters 

to display/analyze and even overlay to 
compare them.



contact us  |  www.kayakpro.com  |  +1 914 740 5055  |  sales@kayakpro.com

KayakPro USA LLC
6538 Collins Ave Suite 306
Miami Beach, FL 33141

For a full list of international dealers go to: 
www.kayakpro.com/multistroke/dealers

Offical suppliers of kayak egrometers to the 
2004 Athens & 2008 Beijing Olympic games.


